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7/8’s Other Stuff 

 

 

One Eighth Air Force Command group 

Commander - Ken Rhoads 
Vice Commander - Jim Spice 
Adjutant -  
Treasurer – Gene Peterson 
Air Exec - Dave Thompson 
Ground Exec - Mike Niehaus 
Joint Chiefs - Howard Kennedy, Dan Bott, Rick Marshall 

Safety Officer – John Mangino 

Newsletter & Web Site – Noel Hunt 

Next Meeting          Nov 26, 2019 

6:30 pm - OEAF General Meeting 

At Deer Valley Airport Restaurant 

(arrive early for dinner & hangar talk) 

Other Coming Events 

• November 22, 23, 24     31st Arizona Jet Rally 

• March 13, 14, 15       Gunsmoke 2020 
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So, weather and people (not necessarily in that order) 

culminated in another great 1/8th event!!!! 

We had 44 registered pilots and some of the finest scale model 

aircraft in the west attending the Fall Fly-in.  I want to personally 

thank everyone that stepped up and helped make this one of our 

best events ever..  “Well Done”. 

Thanks again to all the AMPS people that so generously allowed 

us to use their great facility.  

Next up; GunSmoke! I am looking forward to another great Scale 

Qualifier at the AMA field coming up in March 15-17. Of course, 

we need our members to help out and make this event as 

successful as it has been in the past….. 

The BOD of SunValley Fliers has decided to raise their field rental fees. This will have negative effects on our 

ability to rent this venue for future 1/8th events. The SVF field is a premier RC flying field (As are the other two 

fields we hold our events at) but because of our limited resources (no income from dues, etc.) We are going to 

have to think and discuss alternatives as to whether or not we will be holding events at this field. 

We need input from everyone here so don’t feel shy about voicing your opinion… 

Lastly, we still need a group Adjutant..  (you may have noticed the lack of “Minutes” to the newsletter?) 

Till next month, 

Respectfully submitted, 

Capt. Jim Spice 

Vice Commander 
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Greeting All 

First, I would like to thank all of you pilots that attended our 

Fall Fly-In last weekend.  Some of you came from long 

distances and we were very glad to see you. 

I was very glad to see Tim Cardon from California after he has 

missed several events due to health. He looked great! I was 

also very pleased to see our own Chad Viech make an 

unexpected visit on Saturday. Chad you looked great and I 

expect to see you a lot more.  Get well! 

For the local One Eighth members that helped out, you 

definitely made the event a success.  Thank you!   We need 

more of you guys to come out and join the fun.  

Congratulations to all of you pilots that went home with extra 

hardware. Judging was very tough as usual and I personally 

agonized over the commander’s choice.  I didn't sleep at all on Saturday night (is that a song?) trying to decide. 

Kenny Kear out-did himself with the 

trophies and who knows what magic he 

will he come up with at the next event? 

John Mangino reported a very safe 

group of pilots and callers and we had no 

crashes. WOW!  You guys are the best.  

With as many take offs and landings that 

took place during the event and the fact 

that all took their aircraft home in one 

piece, is glorious!  I am very proud to be a 

part of this group and get to fly with you 

guys! SO COOL! 

Fly safe and see you all soon! 

KR 
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Hi All, 

As predicted in last month’s newsletter, our flying activity is 

picking up as the weather cools in the desert. 

There was a flurry of pictures, reports and comments about the 

US Scale Masters championships at the Clovis site in California 

in late October.  I have included Brad Osborne’s pictures in this 

month’s newsletter, as he also provides brief captions for each.  

Thanks Brad!  As you go through them, you will see that OEAF 

was well represented. 

Next up, just a week later, was our own OEAF Fall 

Fly-in at the AMPS field.  Thanks to all who worked 

to make this the success it was, but particularly 

CD, Dave Zarra. 

Coming up in November is the Arizona Model 

Aviators’ 31st Annual Arizona Jet Rally.  The format 

is reverting to a concentration on turbine powered 

jets.  Compatible larger/faster EDFs will also be 

welcome.  (See the flyer at the end of this 

newsletter for details of size requirements.)   

AzMA is then holding another EDF-only event later 

in the season where all EDFs will be welcome. 

For those who in the past have attended the AzMA 

Warbirds event in December, that event has been 

dropped from the schedule this year. 

If you are a FaceBook user, be sure to keep up with what’s going on in the 1/8 world, by following the One Eighth 

Air Force Member Group.   

My e-mail address will always be on the newsletter.  I welcome your thoughts, input, and especially pictures 

with captions and other potential newsletter content.  When attending any events be sure to get pictures of 

yourself, your aircraft, and other OEAF pilots with you.  Forward those and any other noteworthy pictures to me 

and please include the pilots’ and aircraft names whenever possible. 

Noel Hunt   rcstrutter@gmail.com 

My perfect record:  I have never left one up there!  

Partial view of the Fall Fly-in pit area 
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No minutes from the meeting, but here are my few notes from the October meeting: 

• The Fall Fly-in was debriefed.  It was a successful event with a couple of minor issues to be worked on 

for improvement next time. 

• Future event planning was discussed.  The venue rental at SVF is increasing significantly.  This will be 

discussed further at November’s meeting for both the Spring and Fall events.  Gunsmoke 2020 at AzMA 

is in good shape. 

• Rich Wildey brought in a 3-D 

printed fuselage of Corsair and a 

tire – also printed.  The fuselage 

was made from ABS; the tire from 

a “bounceable” rubber-like 

material.  He discussed how some 

modelling technologies are 

hobbies unto themselves. 
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Although we all share a passion for scale aviation modeling, it is pretty 

amazing the diverse backgrounds we all have.  Each month Getting to 

Know the 1/8 will introduce us to one of the members.  Even if you know 

them well, perhaps you’ll learn something new about them.  This month, 

meet your Vice Commander, Jim Spice. 

Ed. 

Who Am I? 

Well, I always feel a little uncomfortable talking about 

myself, But I’ll try to give you brief synopsis of my (aircraft 

related) life… 

I grew up in a small town in Northeast ILL. (ZION). At 

the young age of 9-10 I received a “Cox PT-19” control line 

airplane. This had an 049 glow engine and was my 

introduction into powered flight.  We had a neighborhood 

group of guys that would get together after school and fly 

our planes.  My friend had a large backyard that we quickly turned into our own “Airfield”.  We even 

constructed a makeshift aircraft carrier to try and land on. (it destroyed a lot of planes as I recall!!!) 

I digress.  Anyway, after that spark was lit, I started hearing about a new form of model flying…Radio 

control. This technological invention would “actually” allow you to fly your model airplane “Without 

wires”???? amazing!!  As a teen, I was not “overwhelmed” with Cash.. and, there were a few items that 

had entered my life, IE Cars and girls.  So my model aircraft hobby was put on hold. 

Enter “Full Scale”.  For my 13th birthday my Dad surprised me with a ride in a J3 Cub….. I can tell you 

that to this day I remember the thrill of watching the ground disappear and feeling the freedom of 

actual flight. Fast forward to the end of High school and a “really zealous” Marine Corps recruiter.  He 

would show up every week at the local teen hangout (Roller Rink?) and extoll the merits of the Marines 

and their programs. The Vietnam conflict had started, and the draft was in full swing, so a lot of my 

friends were checking out options as to how to serve their country, myself included. 

At that time the Marines offered an “Aviation Guarantee” if you enlisted for at least 4 years. They also 

had a “Buddy Plan” wherein you could sign up with your friends and they would all be assigned to the same 

billets. My two best friends and I signed up. 

During Basic training they run aptitude tests and look at your background and schooling/training. One day 

after morning muster, our drill sergeant called out 13 names, mine among them. We were instructed to 

report to a Quonset hut by headquarters for an interview. At this interview I was offered the 

opportunity to attend Officers Candidate School.  This appealed to me greatly as the Lieutenant that 

was speaking to me assured me my “Aviation Guarantee” would be honored. 
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What ensued was OCS, Flight school, and deployment to an active squadron. I was picked for a “special 

project” of the Marines… The Marine Corp was about to get the “first” aircraft specifically designed and 

built for them. (previously aircraft were built for the Navy and modified for the Marines) This Aircraft 

was designated the CH-53 Seastallion.  Our initial Squadron consisted of 26 aircraft that we learned to 

fly, develop air to ground tactics, and were the first group to take them to Vietnam. I ended up with 

over 3,300 flt hrs in the 53, and had the honor of flying the 3rd CH-53A built from the Sikorsky factory 

to Santa Ana CA. I served one tour in Vietnam (67-68) and was part of the team that evacuated Khe 

Sanh during the TET offensive. I left the Marines with the rank of Capt. and I have 24 air medals and 

1 purple heart. 

After my time in the Service, Life happened, and I found myself removed from flying.  

Fast forward (again) and the year is 1977. My father-in-law gets me involved in heavy equipment 

operation and my life takes a major change. It turns out he is into scale model aircraft and loved to 

scratch build all his models. The guy was a master builder and taught me a lot!!! He would get plans from 

the Smithsonian Museum and scale them to fit his needs. Then he would find the subject aircraft and 

take a bunch of pictures to build a story wall in his shop.  Some of the results can be seen hanging in the 

EAA aircraft Museum in Oshkosh…. 

I was hooked again and started to help him build models and got back into scale modeling… 

I joined a local club, built a few of my own models and learned to fly with the help of a guy named “Johnnie 

Russell” …. 

Life happened again and I stopped building/flying for a while… then one day, my (Late) wife came home 

with this little R/C helicopter that she saw in a gas station and thought I would like…. Hooked again!!!! 

I guess the rest is history (as they say) except for the detail that five years ago, after another nasty 

winter and snowstorm the decision was made to move from Illinois to Arizona… never looked back! 

I’ve been active with the 1/8th ever since my 40+ year friend Johnnie invited me to a meeting. He and I 

were Officers in our R/C Club in Illinois, and he helped me get moved out here and introduced me to the 

clubs and folks out here… 

My beliefs are that if you are going to be in a club, you should be “involved” and help any way you can to 

make the club better… I try to do that. 

Jim Spice  
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Brad’s pictures and captions from the 2019 USSMA championships.  

“Super good event thanks to a lot of hard 

work by the Clovis club. Special shout-out 

to Randy Warkentin for organizing and 

serving as CD. 

We were fortunate to have good weather 

the whole time with just one day that had 

challenging morning winds. 

Great food, newspaper and TV coverage 

(including pilot interviews!) and huge 

covered pit area and parking lot. 

Attendance was down a bit from 2016, but 

still had a good turnout in most classes. 

Looking forward to returning next year.  

 

SM 1: Colorful Dauntless entered in Advanced 

class by Bill Adams. 

 

SM 2: Jeff Lovitt's beautiful Lockheed T-33 

during static judging. Turbine power and a 

very realistic aluminum finish. Entered in 

Expert. 

 

SM 3: Dave C. Lloyd's 1/3 scale BUSA 

Ercoupe. Flown to 2nd place in Advanced class. 

 

SM 4: David W Lloyd's Rearwin Speedster 

built from the old Joe Bridi kit. Entered in 

Pro-Am Pro. 

 

 

  

SM 1 

SM 2 

SM 3 

SM 4 
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SM 7 

SM 5 

SM 6 

SM 5: Earl Aune's Corsair night fighter with ALL 

the bells and whistles. Built from Jerry Bates 

plan. Entered in Expert class.  Highly detailed 

with lots of mechanical options, this one was a 

heart-breaker as the model was destroyed in a 

1st round crash. 

SM 6: One of my favorites, Eric Kirby's 1/4 scale 

RAF SE-5a. Nicely detailed and flew well. Entered 

in Expert class. Love the WW1 stuff. 

SM 7: Very nice Mitsubishi Zero by Adam 

Clement. 1st place Pro-Am class. 

 

SM 8: Larry Sutherland's rare Douglas O-46. 

Lots of detail and a beautiful fabric/paint finish 

of a plane that is not modeled very often. 

Entered in Expert class. 

SM 9: Team entry Chris Spangenberg (builder), 

Bill Adams (pilot). Spectacular Hawker Typhoon 

from Valicourt plans. 1st place Team Scale 

SM 9 

SM 8 
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SM 10: Event organizer, contest director, and all 

around good guy, Randy Warkentin and his Ziroli 

Hellcat during static judging. 4th place Expert 

class. 

SM 11: Darryl Rolla's 1/4 scale Sea Fury from the 

Bates plan and Michael Radu's Fokker D-7 from 

the BUSA kit. 

SM 12: Nice detailing and weathering on Darryl's 

Sea Fury. 

 

SM 13: Gus Stutsman's Proctor Eindecker on it's 

way to a perfect static score. Model is amazing 

and utilizes prototypical wing warping. Power is a 

Seidel radial. Entered in Expert class. 

 

SM 14: Randy Smithhisler with his Piper Super 

Cruiser during static judging. Entered in Expert 

class 

SM 10 

SM 11 

SM 12 

SM 13 

SM 14 
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SM 15: My flying buddy and caller, Allen 

Hess with his new Fairchild 24R. 2nd 

place Pro-Am Sport and received best 

Golden Age award. 

 

SM16: My 26% PT-19 built from 

Hostetler plans. 3rd place Expert (woo-

hoo!!). 

Little guy is a Cox PT-19 ukie. Allen 

Hess has promised to fly it at next year's 

Clovis event. 

SM 17: Spacewalker entered in Pro-Am 

Pro by Jason Neves. 

SM 18 & 19: Robert Wagner's racers. A 

Howard Ike and a Laird-Turner Meteor. 

The Laird is powered by a Moki radial and 

really hums along. Finished 3rd in Advance 

Class. 

SM 15 

SM 16 

SM 18 

SM 17 

SM 19 
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SM 21: Tim's J-3 which I believe was 

built by former Mr. Top Gun, Charlie 

Nelson. 

 

 

 

 

SM 23: Dave and Jeff Lovitt with Dave's 

Neiuport 28. Beautifully built and flown to 

2nd place in Expert. Dave does a really cool 

bomb drop as one of his maneuvers. 

 

SM 20: Tim Dickey's J-3 Cub finished 3rd in Pro-

Am Pro and his radial powered J3-P finished 1st 

in Advance class. 

Tim is a true believer when it comes to Cubs and 

did really well this year. In addition to the two 

pictured here, Tim was also pilot for the Randy 

Smithhisler J-3 and finished 2nd in Team Scale. 

SM 22: 2019 Grand Champion, Chris Wolf and his dad Larry. A7 

Corsair II was built from a Jet Hanger Hobbies kit and is 

powered by an EDF. 

 

Nice going, Chris...you sure can fly those jets — with Chris Wolfe 

 

SM 20 

SM 21 

SM 22 

SM 23 
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About 40 pilots; over 70 scale model aircraft; great Arizona weather; and sound organizing all contributed to a 

very successful OEAF Fall Fly-in this month.  Models representing all eras of aviation were present – from the 

jet age all the way back to aviation’s roots in WWI. 

The wind was challenging at the beginning of the weekend, but settled down to afford plenty of flying time.  

Saturday’s constant flying kept Ralph Morris busy on the PA system, providing details of the aircraft in the air. 

A highlight of the event is that there was not a single serious crash.  Just a few gear-bending heavy “arrivals”. 

The plaques for the various categories were awarded on Sunday (In his column earlier in the newsletter Kenny 

mentioned how terrific the plaques were).  The results: 

 

Best Military   

 Pilot  Aircraft 

1st Jamie Fiffles F4U Corsair 

2nd Brian O'Meara F9F Cougar 

3rd Barry Hinrichs Blue Angels F-18 

Best Civilian   

1st Robert Stark Piper Super Cub 

2nd Tim Dickey Piper J3-P Cub 

3rd Allen Hess Fairchild F-24 

Best Biplane   

1st Alex Feist  Fokker D-7 

2nd Dave Zarra Stearman 

3rd John Mangino WACO 

Best Multi-Engine   

1st Ethan Runnion B-17 

2nd Rick Powers A-10 

3rd Rick Powers Me-262 

Best Jet   

1st Barry Hinrichs Blue Angels F-18  

Best Golden Age   

 Pilot  Aircraft 

1st Tim Dickey Piper J3-P Cub 

Pilots Choice   

1st Alex Feist  Fokker D-7 

People's Choice   

1st Jamie Fiffles F4U Corsair 

2nd Dave Zarra Stearman 

3rd Barry Hinrichs Blue Angels F-18  

Commander's Choice   

1st Rick Paquin F-100  

Best Scale Flight   

1st Rick Marshall Spitfire 

Young Eagles   

1st Ethan Runnion B-17 

Contest Director's Choice   

1st Tim Cardin P-51 

 

 

 

There is not enough space for a picture of every 

aircraft and/or their pilots, but the following gallery 

gives an idea of the diversity, and quality of the 

models participating. 

If you were there, re-live the fun; if not, see what 

you missed . . . . 
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Gunsmoke 2020 
Scalemasters Qualifier 

 

                                                                               

Noel Hunt’s Dry Sea Otter Under Construction 

 

Hosted by The One Eighth Air Force March 13, 14, 15, 2020 

Competition in 5 Classes:  

Expert, Team Scale, Advanced, Pro-Am Pro, Pro-Am Sportsman 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

Friday: Static Judging - 10AM to 3PM    

 Late Arrival Static Judging Saturday 8:00 AM. 

Sat & Sun: Flight rounds - 8:30AM to 3PM  

Awards Ceremony Following the Flight Rounds Sunday 

Entry Fee: $40          Spectator Parking $6.00 per Vehicle 

Overnight Parking available by Reservation, Thursday, Friday & Saturday night ONLY 

Food at Concession Stands available Sat & Sun 

 Coffee & Donuts Friday Morning for early arrivals 

Pizza & Wings Friday Night  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Contest Director: Paul Goldsmith  602-323-7753  PT19Nut@aol.com 

 Asst. C. D.  Noel Hunt (586) 799-3041   rcstrutter@gmail.com 

1/8 TH Air Force Commander: Kenny Rhoads  602-809-4532 kennyrhoads@hotmail.com 

John Geyer 1/8 TH Air Force Liaison: 602-810-1767 jegeyer@centurylink.net 

www.usscalemasters.org + www.oeaf.org + www.azmodelaviators.com  

Technical Advisor Austin Goodwin 480-215-5446   n4351x@aol.com 
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MAP  TO  SUPERSTITION   AIRPARK 
 

The Arizona Modeler Aviator's flying site, Superstition Airpark, is in Usery Park near 

Apache Junction, AZ. If coming from the west, follow Route 60 to the Meridian Rd. exit. 

Go north 1/2 mile past the Rodeo grounds to Levee Dr. Turn left to enter the club field. 

If coming from the east get off at the Ironwood Rd. exit and go to Southern Ave. Turn 

left and go west to Meridian Rd. and then north 1/2 mile past the Rodeo grounds to 

Levee  


